
Robert Smith 
Logger/ Coordinator

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Work with a company that will allow to utilize the skills and qualifications 
have obtained through life and work experiences.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Logger/ Co-ordinator
ABC Corporation -   March 2000 – February 2004 

Responsibilities:

 Operated chain saws, supervising helpers, splitting rounds, burning 
slash, maintaining cutting equipment, etc.

 Operated Dozers, Skidder and other heavy machinery.
 Cutting Trees down, cutting branches and other limbs, then cutting to 

length Skills Used Math, teamwork, and safety skills.
 Cut down trees, cut up logs on landing.
 Operated skidder to bring logs out Scaled.
 Ran cat, loader, and all kinds of various small hand equipment.
 Worked on steep mountainsides in every condition there is from wind 

and rain to snow and hail, as well as extreme heat.

Logger
Estremado Logging Inc -   1995 – 2000 

Responsibilities:

 Worked outdoors hard and very laborouse work setting chokers cutting 
down trees machanicing on small and large equipment.

 working on steep mountainsides in every condition there is from wind 
and rain to snow and hail, as well as extreme heat.

 i have ran cat , loader and all kinds of variouse small hand equipment.
 Made the lives of my supiriors easier and raisng the amount of 

production that was being done by huge amounts evryday.
 Skills Used every kind including manqagement people skills and 

teaching as well.
 safety skills were always a huge priority every moment of every day on 

the job as well because it was extremely dangerous.
 i personally bielive that it has made me a stronger more reliable ,and 

dependable person as well as employee to anyone wanting to hire me..

Education

GED in High School Education - ()
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Logger, Creative 
Thinking.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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